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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Concern for student

achie~e~erit

in mathematics, reading,

and written composition has prompted the Texas State Board
of Education to direct the Texas Education Agency to construct a criterion-referenced instrument to be called the
Texas Assessmerit of Basic Skills (TABS) test.

It will meas-

ure the minimum competency of Texas students; therefore, it
will evaluate the ·programs of the school districts.

The

tests are administered in third-, fifth-, and ninth-grade
(and each successive year until mastery occurs) so that a
sequential evaluation of the child's progress will ensue
(Interpreting assessment, Note 1).
Importance is placed on the child's mastery of the
skills at each level tested.
plishing this goal.

Tutoring is a means of accom-

A systematic, nontime-consuming proce-

dure could help to determine which students need extra
assistance with mathematics, reading, or writing.

Predicting

the student's competency by the use of his scores from the
Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude (SFTAA) and the California Achievement Test (CAT) might be a reasonable predictor
of mastery of the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills test.

1

2

Ther·e should be a close corres.pondence between the child's
intelligence score and past

achie~e~ents

in mathematics,

reading, and writing to the ·mastery of these same skills on
another standardized tes·t.

s·tudents who were predicted to

score low on any area of the ·TABS test could be tutored
individually or in small groups so that comprehension could
be augmented.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine if scores
from the SFTAA and the CAT could be related to the scores
from the TABS test and to determine if the scores from the
SFTAA and the CAT could be used as predictors of performance
on the TABS test.
Hypothesis
The relevant scores on the SFTAA and the CAT will adequately predict mastery of reading, mathematics, and writing
composition objectives on the TABS test.

This hypothesis

was not formally tested, but it was used to guide this
research.
Definition of Terms
Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude (SFTAA).

This

standardized test measures mental ability and gives a

3
language and nonlanguage score ·of intelligence.
_California

Achie~e~erit T~~t

(CAT).

This standardized

test measures, evaluatei, and analyzes school achievement by
student performance in the areas of reading, mathematics,
and language.
Texas Assessmerit of Basic Skills (TABS) Test.

This is

a relatively new teit given in Texas schools to third-,
fifth-, and ninth-grade students to assess minimum competency for those grade levels.
Adequately predict.

The SFTAA and the CAT will provide

an 80% level of accuracy in predicting nonmastery of a basic
skill on the TABS test.
Masterv.

On the TABS test, if at least three of the

four test items for each objective are correct, mastery of
that objective is inferred.
Reading objectives.

The following reading objectives

are tested on the TABS test:

(a) identify the main idea,

(b) recall facts and details,

(c) sequence events,

written directions,
ysis,

(d) follow

(e) recognize words through phonic anal-

(£) use context clues,

(g) understand word structures,

and (h) recognize words by sight.
Math obiectives.

The following math objectives are

tested on the TABS test:

(a) read and write whole numbers,

(b) order of whole numbers,
tract whole numbers,

(c) add whole numbers,

(d) sub-

(e) solve word problems--add and
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subtract, (f) complete ·number patterns, (g) multiply whole
numbers, (h) identify fractional parts, (i) identify values
of money, and (j) seiec·f units of measure.
Writing objectives·.·

The 'following writing objectives

are ·tested on th.e TABS test:

(a) spelling, (b) punctuation,

(c) capitalization, (d) correrit English usage, and (e) sentence structure.
one

·~core

A writing sample is part of this test and

is given considering the organization of the ideas

and the appropriate response for the audience.
Assumptions
It was assumed that the two predictor tests as well as
the ·criterion

te~t

were suitable for the population being

studied.
Limitations
Due to the fact of taking an intact group, generalizing
the results of the study must be done with caution.

However,

the same procedure will be applied in subsequent years, and
the data will be combined; thus the distribution of relevant
variables will approach normality.
Significance of the Study
The TABS test is a new test in the education field.
Fifth- and ninth-grade students have been tested with it

5

twice and third-grade ·students have been tested only once.
The~e

three grades will be ·teit€d

Students should be ·able to

maste~

e~ch

successive year.

each skill at each level

to form a foundation of knowledge ·to be built on each year.
The Texas State Board of Education anticipates an increase
of student achievement so that by 1983, 85% of students completing high school will demonstrate minimum exit level
mastery of the mathematics and reading objectives, and that
by 1985, 85% of students graduating will demonstrate minimum
exit level mastery of the writing composition objectives
(Texas assessment, Note 2).
Counselors will be able ·to use this research in their
consultative function to parents and teachers.

The result-

ing formula will be a counseling tool used to interpret and
predict test scores.

Counselors can then advise parents and

teachers of the needs of the individuals and the group in
preparing for the TABS test.
It is hoped that the findings of this research will
indicate procedures to be used in the classroom to prepare
students to take the TABS test.

Teachers may be able to

understand the consequences of their teaching strategies on
mastery of the skills by their students and they may be cognizant of tveaknesses in the curriculum and in their own
techniques.

This research should also promote more':
efficient,;,
tutor.::..-,
i: ·.·' ·.
,, '
._ ..... ,
.
1

ing.

';.••,!

1

Teachers can be ·a\vare ·of the ·students,,·who .;need mor,e

help with specific skills in reading, mathematics ,::.·or writ-.
ing.

Students weak in a spec.ific skill can be·

systemat~

,.

ically scheduled in small groups wi.th an available teacher.
Because ·of this almost individualized instr.uction given .. to
the ·studerits, they should master more objecti~es· thAri~f
they were tutored haphazardly.

This will be the most'·;·impbr~~·'

tant outcome of the study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE·
Predict~ve Me~sure~~nt

Many researchers have ·been interested in the goal of
predicting future behavior from past

standardized,·.t~st

results (Gruen, 1971; Klein, 1979; Lloyd, .1978).
prediction would enable teachers to identify
who would successfully learn from the basal

.the_.ch~ldr~n
reading.p:r:-og~am_

,.

to_acquir~ th~ 7 pece~

and those who would need special help
sary skills.

Accurate

Empirical evidence of the predictCJ.bility of

student performance from various

standardize~. _t;e~ts, ~ith

without teacher evaluation has been demonstrated

or

~~

researchers.
Anderson and Koenke (Note 3) focused on the

deve~~pmen.~

.CIR~I);·;

of an Informal Reading Readiness Inventory

··; ~orty.
s~~pling

students were selected using the stratified .random
procedure.

Each had scored between 90-100 on· .the Peabody
... ·
'
'

Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

'

.

,'

gence test results as well as extreme

year.

)

~

'

'

,,'

Research indicated a need
.
.

for a testing instrument that discriminated

ment scores.

'

averag~

(higp..:;~.n~

·~

intellia~~i.~ve

low)

The IRRI was administered early
in
the school
..
:
'~

~~

'

'

'

The follow-up test was the Califort;ia. Achievemep,t, ..
7

8
Test (CAT).

Anderson and Koenke (Note 2) concluded that the

IRRI appears to be a highly significant predictor of reading
achievement in first grade and particularly with children of
average intelligence.

The IRRI scores correlated with the

reading achievement scores of the CAT with r = .67.

The

overall estimate of reliability for the IRRI was .. 89.

This

research indicates student achievement can be predicted by
standardized test scores.
In another study, Johnson's (Note 4) purpose was to
determine the extent of certain tests for predicting achievement in first grade an·d again in third grade.

The population

of the study consisted of 218 first-grade students from three
elementary schools representing a cross section of the economic structure of a southeastern United States city.

The

sample was 148 because of the expected attrition over a two
year period.

The statistical information for the population

and the sample did not differ significantly.

In September

of the first grade he administered the following tests:
(a) Developmental Test of Visual Perception}

(b) Gates· Read-

ing Readiness Test, (c) Metropolitan Readiness Test, and (d)
Olson Reading Readiness Test.

The Wechiler Intelligence

Scale for Children was administered in December.

The Stan-

ford Achievement Test was given in May of the first grade
and the Stanford Word Reading and Stanford Paragraph Meaning
were given in May of their third-grade year.

He concluded

.. ';: !;

ana<~

that the combination of the Met'ropolitan Readine'ss Test

the Wechsler Intelligence Beale ·for Children· was the best
predictor of reading achievement in the third grade.·· The· . ,
Olsen Reading Readiness Test ·bes·t predicted first-grade._,success.

Johnson's data predicted third-grade .achievement ..·.:

better than first-grade ·achievement.

This study ·shqws ··the

predictability of reading scores using one or a combination
of two standardized test

score~.

(l

' ·~

··,,

",>-

.; t

Prediction of end of year reading achievement ·wasr:'a.>.;
concern of Gruen (1971).

Gruen's purpose was to,.: find a'· '·,

brief, group-administered, adequate
with primary students.

predictor~test

His sample included.; 204 subjects. in

first grade and 202 subjects in the third
given at the first-grade level were:
of Visual Perception,
Visual Pattern Test,

to use;

.grade'~·

,. Tests,·

(a) Developmerital:Test

(b) Bender-Gestalt_ Test, , (c):,.Auditory(d) Murphy-Durrell Reading-, Readiness···

Analysis, (e) Otis-Lennon Mental Ability. Test,· and· (f;):. , .~ ·
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test.

:·The:same~tests:

excluding the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis:!·(too
easy) were administered to the third-grade-- level~ · ·Afterthese tests, the subjects were taught reading·. from;, the basal
reading series only.

Gruen's evidence seemed to indicate

that the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test·and Durrell- ·
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test were the best-.predictors for
third grade.

He indicated group placement. and guidelines

10
for instructional

e~phasis we~e

indicated from these tests.

This research indicatei that erid of year reading skills can
be predicted from beginning of

ye~r

standardized test scores.

The intent of a study by Egeland, Di Nelle, and Carr
(1970) was to discover the ·oest combination of test scores
that would predict achievement of first- and third-grade
boys from tests given in the "first grade.

A sample of 125

first-grade boys was randomly selected from nine elementary
schools in Iowa City, Iowa.
the study.

Due to attrition 82 completed

Boys only were included to control for sex dif-

ferences in achievement.

Predictor tests were (a) Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children,

(b) Illinois Test of Psy-

cholinguistic Abilities, (c) Bender Visual Motor Gestalt
Test, and (d) Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Profiles.
The criterion test was the Metropolitan Achievement Test.
Third-grade boys' reading achievement was best predicted by
a combination of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children and the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Also it determined that mental ability made a significant
contribution to the prediction of word discrimination, reading, and spelling.

This research shows the ability to

predict third-grade achievement from previous test scores.
In a British study (Mess€, Grano, Mess~, & Rice, 1979),
a reasonable predictive relationship (.53) was found between
students' scores on tests of mental ability and achievement

11;

(i.e. , classroom performance)'.

Teachers .. w~ie aske{d to
,;

divide their class into thre~ ~roups:
(top 5, 6, or 7 pupils),

(~) one of' the be~t

(b) ave~age in. ~eiding and/~£

mathematics, and (c) one ·of the ·poores·t (bottoms', 6, or' 7·
pupils).

This was collec.ted at the end of each year for

three years.

This was the· ·data for classroom perforrrianc'e.

The criterion test was developed by the National Foundation
for Educational Research and was shown to. be not biased
This· study','sfl~ws'····c'iass

against lower socioeconomic status.

room performance can be predicted from mentat" ability•~:?test.

Re~ding succe~s can be predicted by inteiligeri~~ ~~~~~
ures, but Harckham (.1970) concluded that these ·tests:are not
strong enough predictors to be the sole source·.·:~ Th~ :.sirig'le
best overall predictor was found to be the Metropolitan \·..·
Readiness Test.

The multiple R of .772 forthe third grade

was the highest of all grade levels.

The three :·subtestsc:

from the Metropolitan Readiness Test that contributed the
most variance were the Alphabet subtest (46.:33%)',: Word Meaning (8. 60%), and Copying (2. 74%).

Flynn (1975} r'eported

evidence to substantiate that conclusion. · ··These ··studies
show that reading can be predicted best by using~twci different test scores.
most accurate

The third level is a good ·age·to get the

~rediction

of reading success. ;

Interest in predicting academic achievement by standardized test or by sex, social behavior, and teacher grades led

12
Feldhusen and Thurston (Note· 5) to complete

the~r

study·...

They found that intelligence· ·and standardized achievement
test scores correlated significantly and rang'ed from·.·. 73 to
.82 in the prediction of achie~e~ent in s~udents.

This~w~s

a better criteria than their sex, social behavior, or grades
given by their teachers.

This study gives eviderice that..

reading scores can be ·predicted by an intelligence test 'and
an achievement

te~t.

Klein (1979) evaluated a Missouri Parent-Child Early
Education Program.

The sample included all first-grade

students (991) in that school district.

The

St~nford

Early

School Achievement Test (SESAT) "t;vas given at the :·beginning ·
of the year.

Thirteen months later the Stanfo~d~A~hiev~fuent

Test (SAT) was administered to the 775 children remaining 'in
the program.

Correlations of .257 to .723 were found

between the SESAT and the SAT, showing a
predictor of SAT from SESAT.

moderatel~
•

,;

•

valid

f

Mathematics can also be predicted (Mastantuono .. &··. ·.·
Anttonen, Note 6).

Iowa Arithmetic Achievement Test··and:

teacher arithmetic grades were used to measure ·the' predictive value of Large-Thorndike Intelligence· (grad·e: 3) and ·;
California Test of Mental Maturity (grade 5) .' · · The ·correlations range from . 560 (p <. 01) to . 821 (p <. 01)·.
significant correlation.

This study

This was a

sho~s-~hat ~athematics·

can also be predicted by achievement test/scores.

·,

I

(,13

Educators and psychologists have studied a.
~

1

v~~~ety

· of'.\,

1
.I

'

•.

''

'

I;

:~;

1

':

I •r

elementary student character.ist·ics such as. intelligence,.
perceptual and motor skills, linguistic s~ills, em~tional
and physical factors in the hope of finding a near perfect
predictor variable.

Many ha·ve found adequate ·evidence to

use a particular variable ·to predict
school.

le~rning achie~ement

in

No findings have ·correlated so closely as to\pro-

vide a consummate test for any locality and content area.
Instruments
Many.tests have been shown to be reliable for·use in
research studies.

The SFTAA and CAT are two tests:. that have

been used numerous times.

The TABS test.. is a new test :(t"tvo

years of use) and has not become established in. the: research
community.
Lockavitch (1978) studied the relationship:between
lateral awareness and directionality with intellectual;ability.

His sample included 288 first- through

elementary school students.

third-grad~.

The following tests were·admin-

istered to all but the first graders:

(a) the Lockavitch·

Test for Lateral Awareness and Directionality (LTLAD) :, l (b)
the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude. (SFTAA); and., (c)
the California Achievement Test (CAT) . . Only the. LTLAD was
given to the first-grade pupils.

Lockavitch found a signif~

icant relationship (p <.01) in all but one _subtest.when
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making the comparison of LTLAD with SFTAA and CAT.

It was

also found the right-left labeiing ability correlated closely
with intellectual ability and academic achievement.

This

study shows that the BFTAA and the CAT are used in significant prediction research studiei.
A study was completed from the data from the 1970 joint
standardization of the SFTAA and the CAT.

The original

study involved a nationwide stratified random sample of
about 200,000 students, grades 1 through 12.
attended approximately 400 schools.

These students

Average scores were

obtained for each subtest for the SFTAA and the CAT plus
aveiage scores for each school at each grade for age and sex.
These mean scores

we~e

related to a school socioeconomic

characteristic data set.

Principals were asked to complete

a two-page form describing the socioeconomic characteristics
of his school.

From this variables were developed that

established expected scores for the SFTAA and CAT.

The

multiple correlation coefficients were in the .70's or low
.80's.

McRae (Note 7) concluded that achievement test

school means can be accurately predicted from both aptitude
test school means and school socioeconomic data.

He also

believed the best predictor of achievement test scores is
based on previous achievement test scores.

The ·next best

predictor is based on an academic aptitude test score.
study shows the SFTAA and the CAT can be used to predict

This

other standardized

te~t

scores.

A longitudinal study of sixth-grade students,,to dropout
or graduation was extended back to the third-grade, level'.
The .third grade was chosen because ·standardized tests:: were
given at this age--California Test of Mental Maturity/' {CTMM)
and California

Achie~e~ent Te~t

(CAT).

revealed that prediction depended on:

A prior study
(a) achievement,- (b)

socioerionomic status, (c) family characteristics,.:(d) nonpromotion, and (e) absenteeism.

Lloyd (1978) reported

evi~~

dence that the highest correlations between variables and
the criterion were CTMM intelligence scores, CAT reading,
retention, and grade point average.

This study and_other

prediction studies (Anderson & Koenke, Note 3; Carpenter &
Carpenter, 1978; Schroeder & Bemis, 1969) have used the CAT
as a criterion upon which to base their decisions.
Summarv
Previous research has been done to show that future
achievement in school or results of standardized tests can
be predicted from other standardized test scores.

Sometimes
'].
'

)

4

'

.~

other variables such as socioeconomic status, sex, teacher
given grades, and attendance are included in the study, and
they assist in deriving the conclusion.

The SFTAA and CAT

have been used in many research projects and appear to be as
good as any other test used in predictive studies.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Subjects
The population of this study was 72 students who had
just completed third grade ·at Midway Park Elementary School
in. the Hurst-Euless-Bedford Independent School District.
The sample consisted of an intact group of students who completed the three tes.ts (SFTAA, CAT and TABS) during the
school year 1980-1981.

There were no handicapped children

or children attending a special education class included.
The size of the sample was 50 students.
Instruments
California Achievement Test (CAT)
The reliability for the CAT was measured by the KuderRichardson formula.

For level thirteen, approximately third-

grade, the KR-20 ranges from .70 to .98.

The standard

error of measurement ranges from 1.31 to 3.82 with a 6.15
for the total battery.

Test-retest coefficients range from

.59 to .92 on level thirteen, grade three.

Alternate-form

reliabilities for the total battery range from .86 to .96
with a median .93.

Test-retest correlation for the total
16

17
battery is slightly higher tha·n alternate form correlation
(California Achievement

Te~ts,·

1979; Womer, 1978).

Evidence of content validity was based mostly on the
procedures followed in the development of the test.

This

included placement of items in the 'levels and the subtest
correlations.

Item

difficultie~ de~re~se

as grade level

increases.

Statistical validity is inferred from this

(California

Achie~ement Te~ts,

1970).

The standardization sample was obtained from a twostage method of stratified random sampling from public and
Catholic schools.

The~e ~as

a proportionate representation

in the national norms of minorities.

Tests were given in

the fall and again in the spring in the same schools to
approximately the same students.
CAT/C.

All students received test

In the spring half took CAT/C and half took CAT/D.

A single, equal-interval scale of standard scores was developed that included all the levels (California Achievement
Tests, 1970).
Short Form Test of Academic Autitude (.SFTAA)
The SFTAA reliability estimates for KR-20 and testretest over a two-week period are high.

Test-retest relia-

bility coefficients for a 14-month period are acceptable
(Fox, 1978).
CAT.

Concurrent validity was established with the

The SFTAA and CAT total battery scores correlate at

.I

.86 for grade three.

Both

te~ts

stari~ardize~nation-

were

ally on approximately 200,000 students froin public and .,
.:·

Catholic schools.

School districts were'· 'chosen by ·geograph-

ical region, enrollment, and community t'yp'e.

Normative data

for the SFTAA are based on grade ·groups and on. chronological
age groups.

The average IQ is assigned the raw score of 100.

The age percentile ranks are

from the normal dis-

~btained

tribution table ·for IQ scores (Sullivan, Clark, & . Tiegs';:·
1970).
'·

Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS) Test
·, • '' i :

.

~

·~

The development of the test instrument was completed in
1978 by the staff of seven Texas urban school districts and
the Texas Education Agency.

This was a result of... systema,tic ·

planning of reading, mathematics, and v-1riting obj ectiyes.; .·:· .·
item testing, analysis, and selection; and decisions on the
final format.

The field test was administered in February,

1978 to 225 Black, Mexican American, and White students.
The student responses were sent to the

Educatio~a~:Tes~ing

Service of Princeton, New Jersey for scoring and.

,~nalysJs.

Based on this final analysis, the four items per

o~jective

.

with the greatest content acceptability and best statistical
properties were chosen for the

criterion~referen~ed ~test.

In April, 1980 the appropriate tests were administered ·to
the fifth- and ninth-grade students.

The(next year third-,.

19
fifth-, and ninth-grade ·students were tested.
Asse~sment

two years.

of Basic Skills

te~t

has

be~n

The Texas

given only these

Each test used diffeierit items to test the same

objectives; therefore

~eliability

established (Texas Asseismerit

and validity have riot been

Proje~t,

Note 8).

Statistics
The

Pe~rson

Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation

gave an indication of the degree of

line~r

between the SFTAA, CAT, and TABS test.

relationship

A multiple regression

analysis 'tvas used to determine if TABS test scores could be
predicted from the SFTAA and the CAT.
The data were analyzed using the Texas Woman's University DEC-20 computer program (REGRES) for the Pearson Product
Moment Coefficient of Correlation and the Multiple Regression
Analysis.
Procedures
Permission was obtained from the Midway Park Elementary
School principal to use the test records of students who
completed third-grade in May, 1981.

The records were

perused to determine the students who would be members of
the sample.

The sample included Anglo students who had the

three tests administered to them.
and tabulated.

The data were collected

It included the identification number, grade

20
level, gifted, sex, ages, and test scores.
The computer was programmed with the data . . The
Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was used
to determine the variable(s)
diction formula.

th~t

would yield the best pre-

Each TABS score was regressed separately

on each SFTAA and CAT score ·to pick the best variable, the
second best variable, the ·third best variable, etc.

The

computer's last step· was to yield figures to be used as a
final equation to predict the TABS test scores from SFTAA
and CAT scores.
preted.

The computer printout was read and inter-

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
~

predictive study was conducted to determine if the

scores from the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude
and the

Califo~nia

(SFTAP~)

Achievement Test (CAT) could be used to

predict performance on the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills
(TABS) test.

An intact group of 50 non-handicapped Anglo

children were included in the study.

Data collected included

sex, mental and chronological ages, identified gifted, and
scores from the SFTAA, CAT, and TABS tests.
The analysis of the data

~vas

accomplished through the

use of Texas Homan's University's DEC-20 computer program
(REGRES).

The Pearson Product Homent Coefficient of Correla-

tion was used to determine the variables that best predicted
each TABS test skill.

The following tables

ables that are significant at the . 05 level.
have a negative correlation.

sho~v

the vari-

Some variables

There was no significant corre-

lation between any variable and Spelling (TABS Writing 1) and
is not reported in a table.
These tables yield the follo'tving information:
1.

The total scores of the CAT test are better pre-

dictors than other subscales.

21
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2.

The multiple R' s for individual sub scales range

from low thirties to low seventies.
3.

The

SFTAP~

is not significantly correlated to any

total TABS test scores.
4.

SFTAA is only significant to predict the one sub-

test--Hultiply Whole Numbers.
5.

The most frequent predictor was the CAT Total Read-

ing Score.
6.

The next most frequent predictors are CAT Total

Battery and CAT

L~nguage

Expression

speech, subjects and predicates.

~vhich

includes parts of
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Table '1
Multiple Regression Analysis:

Read and Write

Whole Numbers (TABS Hath 1)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

R Square

CAT Reading Comprehension

0.40988

0.16800

.0069

CAT Spelling

0.48933

0.23944

.0050

B

2.8194

Constant

Table ·2
Multiple Regression Analysis:

Order Whole Numbers

(TABS Math 2)
Multiple R

R Square

B

CAT Total Math

0.52136

0.27182

.0636

Chronological Age
Feb., 1981 (TABS)

0.64791

0.41978

1.0835

CAT Total Language

0.68379

0.46757

-.0204

0. 71949

0.51766

-.0267

Predictor Variable

CAT

~1ath

Constant

Computation

-8.0083
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Table ·3
Multiple Regression Analysis:

Add Whole Numbers

(TABS Math 3)
Predictor Variable
CAT Total Reading

. Multiple R
0.46968

R Square
0.22060

Constant

B

.0194
2.0007

Table 4
Multiple Regression Analysis:

Subtract Whole Numbers

(TABS Math 4)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

R Square

CAT Total Battery

0.38866

0.15106

Chronological Age
Feb., 1981 (TABS)

0.54424

0.29619 -1.1064

Gifted

0.61411

0.37713

Constant

B

.0245

.9196
9.6702
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Table 5
Multiple Regres.sion Analysis:
Solve Word Problems:

+ '

(TABS Math 5)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

CAT Math Concepts
and Application

0.54072

R Square

0.29238

B

.0188
2.0766

Constant

Table 6
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Complete Number Patterns
(TABS Math 6)
Predictor Variable
CAT Language Mechanics
Constant

Multiple R

R Square

0.44847

0.20113

B

.0115
2.8527
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Table 7
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
~bJltiply

Whole Numbers

(TABS Math 7)
Predictor Variable

Hultiple R

R

Square

B

SFTM Total I.Q.

0.39328

0.15467

.0813

Mental Age

0.52249

0.27300

-.5619

Oct., 1980

Constant

.4187

Table 8
Hultiple Regression Analysis;
Identify Fractional Parts
(TABS

Predictor Variable
CAT Nath Computation
Constant

Hath 8)

Nultiple R

R Square

B

0.57929

0.33558

.0219
2.0227
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Table 9
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
Identify Values of Money
(TABS Nath 9)
Predictor Variable
CAT Total :Hath

Nultip1e R

R Square

0.42112

0.17735

Constant

B

. 0135
2.7709

Table 10
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Select Units of Measure
(TABS i"'Ia th 10)
Predictor Variable
CAT Total Reading
Constant

Nultiple R

R Square

B

0.51039

0.27080

.0221
1.4275
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Table 11
~1ultiple R~gression

Analysis:

Identify Main Idea
(TABS

Predictor Variab.le

Readi~g

1)

Hul t.ip1 e R

R Square ·

B

CAT Total Reading

0. 61834

0.38235

.0415

CAT Spelling

0.70666

0~49937

-.0144

Constant

1.1544

Table 12
Multiple

R~gression

Recall

Facts~

Analysis:

Details

(TABS Reading 2)

Multiple R

R Square

B

CAT Total Reading

0.63229

0.39979

.0249

Chronological Age
Oct., 1980

0.67071

0.44985

.5709

Predictor Variable

Constant

-3.1248
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Table 13
Multiple

R~gression

Analysis:

SeqD:ence ·Events
(TABS Readipg 3)
Predictor Variable
CAT Total Battery

Multiple R

.. R Square

0.58428

0.34138

Constant

B

.0193
2.025

Table 14
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
Follow Written Directions
(TABS Reading 4)
Predictor Variable

Nultiple R

R Square

B

CAT Math Concepts
and Application

0.43720

0.19114

.0052

Sex

0.52203

0.27254

-.1553

Constant

3.8127
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Table 15
Multiple Regression
Recognize Words

Thro~gh

Analysis~

Phonic Analysis

(TABS Reading 5)
Predictor Variable

Hultiple R

R Square

CAT. Total Reading

0.47563

0.22622

~-,0-242

CAT Total Language

0.59099

0.34927

-.:0138

Constant

B'

2.897

Table 16
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Use Context Clues
_(TABS Reading 6)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

R Square

CAT Total Language

0.55948

0.31302

.022q
{ ''J •, .,'

Constant

2.3522
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Table 17
11ul tiple Regression Analysis:
Understand

~lord

Structures

(TABS Reading 7)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

R Square ·

B

0.45183

0.20.415

.0183

CAT Language Expression
Constant

2.0656

Table 18
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Recognize
(TABS

~~ords

by Sight

Readi~g

8)

Hultiple R

R Square

B

CAT Language Expression

0.37038

0.13718

.0083

Chronological Age
Oct., 1980

0.46156

0.21304

.4132

Predictor Variable

Constant

-.3422
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Table 19
Multiple .Regres.sion Analysis:
Punctuation
(TABS Writing 2)
Hul t.ip.le R

R Square

B

CAT Reading Vocabulary

0.43827

0.19208

.0280

Gifted

0.52058

0.27100

.9922

Predictor Variable

Constant

-.6389

Table 20
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Capitalization
(TABS

~.Jriting

3)

Predictor Variable

Multiple R

CAT Total Battery

0.44299

0. 19624

. 0191

Sex

0.52135

0.27181

-.5454

Constant

R Square

B

2.8611
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Table 21
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
Correct English Usage
(TABS Writing 4)
Predictor Variable

Hultiple R

R Square

B

CAT Total Reading

0.59540

0.35451

.0330

Sex

0.65485

0.42883

-.4759

CAT Spelling

0.69337

0.48076

.0086

Constant

2.5326

Table 22
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
Sentence Structure
(TABS Writing 5)
Predictor Variable

Multiple R

R Square

B

CAT Phonic Analysis

0.59690

0.35629

. 0175

CAT Language Expression

0.64954

0.42190

.0139

Constant

1.3898
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Table 23
Multiple

R~gression

Analysis:

vJriting Sample
(TABS Writing 6)
Predictor Variable.

Hul.tiple R

CAT Nath Concepts
and Application

0.32614

R

Square

0.10637

Constant

B

.0091
1.6453

Table 24
Multiple Regression Analysis;
Total TABS Ivlath Scores
Multiple R

R Square

CAT Total Hath

0.72080

0.51956

.1221

CAT Reading Comprehension

0.7631.5

0.58239

.0887

CAT Language Expression

0.79160

0.62662

-.0.588

Predictor Variable

Constant

B

22.9337
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Table 25
Hultiple Regression Analysis:
Total TABS
Predictor Variab.le
CAT Total Reading

Readi~g

Scores

... Hul.t.iple. R ... R Square
0.78902

0.62256

Constant

B ..

.1355
18.8406

Table 26
Multiple Regression Analysis:
Total TABS Writing Scores
Predictor Variable
CAT Total Reading
Constant

Hultiple R

R Square

0.64453

0.41541

B

.1008
12.4916
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Table 27
Hultiple Regres.sion Analysis;
Total TABS Scores
Predictor Variable

Mul.tiple R

R Square.

B

CAT Total Battery

0.80625

0.65004

.3350

Gifted

0.82465

0.68005

6.4037

CAT Reading Comprehension

0.84431

0. 71285

.1110

Constant

39.5481

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Texas Education Agency in accordance with the

T~xas

State Board of Education constructed a criterion-re~erenc~~:
instrument to test minimum competency of Texas school chi,l~
dren·in the third-, fifth-, and ninth-grade.

Results of

these tests are published in ne"tvspapers immediately after
the first school board meeting in June.

Individual schools

and districts are compared favorably and

unfavorably~

Besides the interest the administrators naturally take in
the learning process of their

studentsJ~they

want their

schools to appear superior to other schools in the ne.\vs media.
Emphasis is no\v being placed on the basic skills of reading,
ma.thematics, and writing composition. . Passing the Texas
Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS) test is a high-level priority for school districts.

New curriculum guidelines,

extensive in-service training, longer subject time allowances, and tutoring ar.e transitions
Texas school districts.

no~·7

being made in many

There is an intensity on the part

of administrators for their teachers to teach and their students to learn the skills that are tested on the TABS tests.
A prediction study was undertaken to determine if the
relevant scores from the California Achievement Test (CAT)
37
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and the Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude (SFT.AA) would
adequately predict mastery of reading, mathematics, and
writing composition objectives of the TABS t'est.
group of 50 non-handicapped
the: study.
tests.

A~glo

1m intact

children were included in

Each child had been administered the three. group

These scores and other data such as sexs mental and

chronological

and identified gifted were collected and

ages~

analyzed by the Texas
program (REGRES).

~Toman's

University DEC -20 computer

The Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of

Correlation was used to determine the variables that best
predicted each TABS test skill.

One to four predictor vari-

ables for each criterion variable (except Spelling) was significant at the .05 level.
Findings
The result of the multiple regression analysis indicates that the CAT and especially the SFTAA are not good
predictors of the subtests on the TABS test.

Few of the

predictors adequately predicted their respective criteria.
For example, the Total TABS test score 'tvas adequately predieted by CAT Total Battery, Gifted, and CAT Reading Comprehension, but no other Hul tiple R' s were strong enough to be
used with confidence.

The Hultiple R ranges from lov1

thirties to low seventies on the individual subtests indicate
insignificant predictor variables.
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There were some anomalous findings.

Since the CAT and

the TABS test contained similar subtests, they should have
correlated closely, test for test--mathematics with mathematicss

readi~g

with

readi~g,

(e.g., Tables 2, 22).

etc; a.nd in fact, some did

The relationship among other subtests

were at least plausible.~ e.g. , subtracting and multiplying
whole numbers, sequencing .. context clues, word structure,
and capitalization were predicted by such things as age,
mental ability, total test scores, and language skills similar to reading skills.

The total TABS test scores had the

m.ost significant predictors (CAT total math, total reading,
and total battery).

Read and write whole numbers, add whole

numbers, complete number patterns, seie·c:t units of measure,
follow written directions, recognize words by sight, punctuation, correct English usage, and wri t:tng sample showed the
most divergent predictor variables.
predicted by reading scores.

Math subtests were

Reading scores were predicted

by math scores and unrelated language scores.

Writing com-

position scores were predicted by unrelated reading scores
and math scores.

TABS Spelling subtest was not predicted by

any variable even though CAT had a Spelling subtest.

(See

Table 28 for a comparison of the criterion and the predictor
variables.)

Table 28
Summary of Predictors
Predictor Variables

Criterion Variables
TABS
NATHE"t-1ATICS
Read and write whole
numbers
Order whole numbers
Add whole numbers
Subtract whole numbers
Solve word problems:+,Complete number patterns
Multiply whole numbers
Identify fractional parts
Identify values of money
Select units of measure
READING
Identify main idea
Recall facts, details
Sequence events
Follow written directions

SFTAA

CAT
Reading

X

CAT
Language

CAT
Hath

CAT
Total

SEX

AGE

GIFTED

X
X

XX

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

+"'0

Table 28 (continued)
Criterion Variables
TABS

Predictor Variables
CAT
Reading

SFTAA

READING (continued)
Recognize words through
phonic analysis
Use context clues
Understand word structures
Recognize words by sight
WRITING
Spelling
Punctuation
Capitalization
Correct English usage
Sentence structure
\~riting sample·TOTAL SCORES
Total Math Scores:-.Total Reading Scores·Tota~ Writing Scores ,~~
Total TABS Scores . --·~
~

X

CAT
Hath

CAT
Total

SEX

AGE

GIFTED

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
XX

X

~7

A

x._-.

x.:

'"
~~

X::

X
(~

·,·

X

'

X,

-

..

CAT
Language

~'

r

.,.

X

X

~:

,,

.p..
t--J
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Conclusions and Implications
On the basis of the multiple regression analysis the
findings appear to indicate that predicting individual TABS
subtests from CAT and SFTAA are ineffective.

The Total TABS

Scores can be predicted with better than average success.
This would indicate which children would be helped with
individual or small group tutoring to increase the achievement scores on the TABS test.

However, this gives little or

no help to the student. who is weak in only one area of study.
Teacher observation and classroom performance may have to be
predictors for individual learning skills.
The anomalous findings seem to

sug~est

that some of the

TABS subtests have validity and some subtests do not have
validity since some predictors are unrelated to the criterion
variable.

The results seem to indicate that the test taker

will do well in math if good reading skills are already mastered.

These data suggest TABS math actually measures read-

ing ability.

Convergent validity for the Spelling subtest

appears inferior because no variable could predict spelling
mastery.

The results of the Complete Number Patterns (Table

6) might suggest that organizational skills are being tested.
Follow Written Directions (Table 14) might show testing of
sequential thinking skills.

The findings imply that results

of the TABS test should be interpreted with caution.
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Recommendations
The fo llovd.ng reconnnenda tions are proposed;
1.

The study should be

re~licated

using a larger

sample size more representative of the population taking the
TABS test.
2.

Replication of the study should be done each year

for further validation of the studv.
o/

3.

A study should be completed on the validity of the

TABS test.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine if scores
from the SFTAA and the CAT could be predictors of performance
on the TABS test.

The Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of

Correlation and Hultiple Regression. Analysis were the statistical computer analysis used on the data collected on an
intact group of 50 Anglo students at Midway Park Elementary
School.

It was concluded that individual subtests of the

TABS test could not be significantly predicted.

The Total

TABS Scores could be predicted with some success using the
following predictor variables;

(a) CAT Total Battery, (b)

Gifted, and (c) CAT Reading Comprehension.

The completed

research raised some doubt as to the validity of some subscales of the TABS test.
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